08-1988 [K-0301] CXG - Sphinx Commander
For a long time it was unclear to collectors whether a "Chess 3018 Commander" had ever
really appeared on the commercial market. I would like to tell you the complete story in this
extensive item about this controversial computer. It is clear to me that the unknown CXG
Commander deserves numerous historical attention because of his almost unbelievable rarity!

A very rare chess computer...
CXG 3018 Sphinx Commander
The Commander is housed in the housing of its predecessors, the CXG
Chess 3000 and 3008. The first model versions of the Chess 3000 and 3008
had chess programs by Richard Lang and Kaare Danielsen. The CXG
Chess 3018 model version got the name 'Commander'. The chess program
was written by the Dutchman Frans Morsch. As I personally heard from
him, Frans only wrote programs for CXG with a 65C02 CPU. So all CXG
models with a 68000 CPU are written by another programmer!
This item is divided into 6 chapters...
Page 2 - 10: The great Commander mystery!
Page 11 - 14: Hans van Mierlo comes into possession of a Commander!
Page 15 - 21: We go back to 1987 to reconstruct the historical story about
the CXG Commander.
Page 22 - 61: The literature in chronological order + brochures.
Page 62 - 66: H. Peperkamp gives a description of the CXG Galaxy.
Page 67:
Technical description of the Commander + web links.

The great
Commander mystery!
With the above text I want to start this subject, because from the year 2005 a lot has been
unclear about a CXG Sphinx Commander with model number 3018. Let me start with Steve
Blincoe, a well-known and great collector from New York who made a call for more
information on a forum.

Question To The Newcrest/CXG Experts...

Sphinx 40-LE (Limited Edition)
https://www.flickr.com/photos/10261668@N05/sets/72157600923816793/with/859078974/

Geschrieben von Steve Blincoe am 11. Juni 2005 13:48:39:
Dear Fellow Collector's. In an old product brochure for the CXG computers there is listed a
computer called the CXG Commander - model 3018. I have never seen this computer and i
know of no collector that will admit to having one. The specs are almost identical to the
Sphinx 40 (model 3038) but with a 65CO2 Processor not shown in the brochure is the Sphinx
40-LE (Limited Edition) my LE does not show a model number and the manual is the same
one as for the Sphinx 40 on Kurt's page for the CXG computer he shows the 3018 but not the
LE. So the question's are… does any collector have a 3018 (?) or, has anyone actually
seen a Sphinx 3018? Was it ever actually released? Is it possible that the 40 LE is in
reality the 3018?
Late Spring Regards
Steveb
Geschrieben von Robert Weck am 13. Juni 2005 11:00:27:
Als Antwort auf Question To The Newcrest/CXG Experts geschrieben von Steveb am 11.
Juni 2005 13:48:39:
I am not absolutely sure about the nr. (i'm also not sure if there is one on mine), but I will look
at it this evening. IIRC, when i got it, i identified it as "Sphinx Commander" (at this time there
was a thread about it in Kurt's old forum) It has the same board as the Sphinx 40, only the
keyboard and displays (next to each other, not one below the other as in the Sphinx 40)
are different. The program is from the Dominator 2.00 with some modifications. This
was easy to see, as it has some typical "Dominator-bugs"!

And so began the great search for the (original) CXG Commander! Because not only Steve
Blincoe has a rare Sphinx in his collection, but also Tom Luif from Amsterdam! Tom passed
away in May 2009, but I also received some correspondence from him. It concerns of course
the chess computer below, which he describes as "Commander"!

https://tluif.home.xs4all.nl/chescom/EngCXGCmd.html

Hein Veldhuis – 14 March 2006:
Hello, Tom,
Those CXG computers are indeed difficult to date and describe! I'm going to make it work! I
know Robert Weck personally. He'll get a message later too. I've been working on it for a
couple of days now. You'll hear from me as soon as possible. One thing's for sure: You don't
have a Sphinx Galaxy! Not so difficult because the Sphinx Galaxy has a plastic housing.
There could be a Sphinx Galaxy program in your model. But which version? To get the right
program version (at least with the Dominator), you hold down the pawn and knight key, while
turning on the computer. In the display you can read the operational version. As you probably
know the Commander, Galaxy and the Dominator have the same chess program from Frans
Morsch. Could you send me some detailed pictures of your "Galaxy"? Especially the drawer
with the cheat buttons are important. Can the modules get out? Then do that and photograph
them! Is there a year on the manual? I would also like to receive some pictures from Robert.
Would you like to send him a message?
Greetings, Hein Veldhuis

Tom Luif – 15 March 2006:
Hello, Hein,
Great that you're making such a job of it! I did what you asked. When I start the machine with
the pawn and horse key pressed I see the word tEst on the left display and the code 2:04 on
the right. As you can see on my site, I do have a plastic version of the Galaxy Mk 2, but that's
a very weak machine, probably a program 4KB or so, I think when I see it playing. I took
some pictures tonight, but with flash you don't make as nice pictures as with daylight. The
pictures I hang on this message. The module you see on CXG_003/CXG_005 has a plastic
unscrewable round lid on the back behind which is a large button cell (see CXG_004).
Unfortunately the only Galaxy manual I have is one made by Wegam. And they usually have
no dating. Well Hein, I got the impression that Robert Weck had already contacted you, but I
will write to him.
Greetings and good luck,
Tom Luif

I also received an e-mail from Robert Weck, a German collector from Regensburg, asking if I
could answer his mysterious Sphinx 40. The question was, what kind of CPU and what kind
of program is in his Sphinx. The only thing I could indicate was that if there is a 68000 CPU
in it, it could not be a Frans Morsch program!

Robert Weck – 15 March 2006:
Hello Hein, I got the mail from Tom Luif! By pure chance Bernhard and I exchanged a reed
switch at my Galaxy/Commander last Sunday and took some pictures on this occasion. I
attached the most interesting ones! I would also have some pictures of the inner workings of
the board (the board with the LED's and the reed contacts); if you still want them, let me
know and I'll send them to you! As you can see on the picture 'CXG-68K-Board', it seems
that some of the hardware from the 68000-40 was used! Unfortunately we only took
pictures of the keyboard module, if you need some of the display module, I can take some
more! I also tried to open the keypad module, but it wasn't enough to unscrew the screws; I
guess something would have broken if I had opened the case by force, so I gave up on that.
By the way: Tom wrote something about "pawn and bishop keys"; do you mean pawn and
knight? With this, the Commander/Galaxy/Dominator does a self-test and shows the version
number (2.00 in my case; you can also see the picture 'self-test'. I hope the pictures are useful
for you!
Many greetings,
Robert
P.S.: I would like to write an article for the "Schachcomputer-Wiki", so it would be good to
know the real name of the computer…

CXG-Selbsttest: Version 2.00...

Robert Weck – 15 March 2006: CXG-68K-Platine?!
Robert Weck – 20 August 2007: When i opened my Commander board, there was even
something about "68000" written inside, but it was definitely working with the 6502
module. CXG simply recycled the Sphinx 40 boards...

The technical difference between the 'Commander'
of Luuk Hofman and Robert Weck...

The picture above shows the CXG Sphinx 'Commander' model, which is owned by Luuk
Hofman from Duivendrecht. This model comes from the estate of Tom Luif. Exactly
what kind of model it is, was unclear. Luuk already had a discussion about it with Tom
Luif in 2006 and 2007, but then it remained a small mystery! As we know in 2014 it must
be a Sphinx 40 Plus with a Dominator 2.04 program! The 2.04 program became
available in the 4th quarter of 1989...

Robert Weck's 'Commander' must be a converted Sphinx 40 Plus with a Dominator 2.00
program. Version 2.00 dates from the 3rd quarter of 1988. This chess computer is really
sphinx-like (!), because it still contained an old 68.000 circuit board, which had no
function anymore. During the conversion by CXG it was too much trouble to neatly
remove this 68K PCB! Unbelievable and too bizarre for words...

E-mail to Frans Morsch - 16 March 2006:
Hello Frans,
Some collectors have an unknown model of CXG. Since I dare to attempt to describe all
produced models in a database, they asked me for a consultation. One of them received a
"Galaxy" manual from CXG importer Wegam with his purchase. One collector has a model
with version 2.00 and the other, version 2.04. Unfortunately I don't really get any further
through my literature. Is this a Sphinx 40 prototype with 65C02 CPU? Whether there really is
a 65C02 CPU in it is not sure! Standard a Sphinx 40 has a 68000 CPU. This is the image
below of a German collector (Robert Weck).
Greetings,
Hein Veldhuis

As you can see on the picture 'CXG-68K board', they have
apparently partly using the hardware from 68000-40!
E-mail Frans Morsch - 19 March 2006:
Hello Hein,
I don't think this is my program. I'm not quite sure, it's been a long time and I've
worked on programs that never went into production. But at least I've never worked on
a system with a 68000.
Greetings,
Frans Morsch

Luuk Hofman - 28 March 2011
Hi Hein,
As you know, I have the CXG Commander (no. 3018?), although there's no indication
on the computer itself. Shall I ask Steffen Scholz if this computer qualifies for the
tournament in Klingenberg, because the rating is not entirely clear to me. I saw that he
himself participates in the CXG Sphinxs 40.
Greetings, Luuk

Achim Pietig – 21 july 2013
Hello Luuk,
in Klingenberg you started with a CXG Sphinx Commander (Dominator 2.04 program),
the size of the housing was identical to a CXG Sphinx 40. Steffen started with a CXG
Sphinx 50 Plus (Dominator 2.00 program), his housing was identical to a CXG Sphinx
50. Micha and me had a discussion how to identify the several versions of 40, 40 Plus or
Commander, he just added them to our Wiki. There is little information on these items,
we only found an article of Ketterling (PDF in Heins database). And there are photos of
a Commander on Steve Blincoes website. And your model seems to be the one from Tom
Luif. The photo on Steves site shows a Commander with one large keypad and two LCD
displays, like the CXG 3008. Ketterling also stated in the article that the commander
comes in a 3008-housing. The letters Sphinx Commander is printed on the right side of
the keyboard. The 40/50 Plus are in the housing of the old 40/50, but the displays are in a
different position, it is a module design. The 40/50 Plus design is identical to your
Commander in Klingenberg, there are no letters with a model name. We know that all
Commanders and 40/50 Plus have a Dominator program, the old Sphinx 40/50 has 16 bit
CPU and a Taylor/Levy software. But if your item is a Commander, then there are two
different versions of the Commander in the market (3008-housing and Sphinx 40housing). Maybe all Commanders are in a 3008-housing, like on Steves photos – then
your item is a Sphinx 40 Plus! Is there any hint on your computer that makes you shure
it is a Commander? Like a label on the bottom with Commander or a manual with
Commander? Can you please help us to solve this miracle? Best regards, Achim.
Achim Pietig – 22 (?) july 2013
Hi Luuk,
after checking the latest information and reading the Ketterling fair report carefully
and with the knowledge that even the 3008-Commander has versions from 2.00 to 2.04,
we are quite shure that you own a 40 Plus. Only the items in the 3008 housing with
Commander letters on top and on the label on the bottom are real Commanders. Micha
and me adjusted the Wiki in that direction. Reason: At that time CXG was going down
and had several housings on stock (40/50, 3008 etc.). The inbuilt programs did not sell,
so they took their best software (Dominator) and put it in every existing housing and
tried to sell as much as possible... Regards, Achim.
Luuk Hofman – 30 july 2013
Hello Achim,
I just returned from my holidays, which explains my late answer. Recently Jose (from
Elpeon) asked me the same question about my Commander. I copy the tekst:
Jose: "please can you tell me why you know that your Commander is really one
Commander and not for example a Sphinx40+?"
Luuk: "I bought this one from Tom Luif his collection, after he died. He calls it a
Commander but there is nothing on the subject or manual that refers to the
Commander or 40+. The programm is Dominator 2.04."
Jose: "My looks exactly as yours with 2.00 version. Thanks and Best José"

Hans van Mierlo comes into possession
of an original Commander!
Hans described his remarkable story about the purchase of a Commander as early as
January 2014. See: http://chesseval.com/ChessEvalJournal/Commander.htm. With Hans
permission I put his story here again in my database. I have freely translated his English
text here and there.

CXG Sphinx Commander
In 2013 I was on holiday in Germany and searched on Dutch sites for chess computers. And
suddenly a CXG Commander was offered there! I looked at the pictures and it was difficult to
clearly see and describe what it really was. My first impression was something like: "Well,
this is without doubt a CXG." I thought it was the CXG Chess 3008, which was programmed
by Kaare Danielsen. So I thought the guy who uploaded this offer was wrong.
Despite my suspicion, I was of course interested in Kaare Danielsen's CXG 3008. I called the
seller and made an appointment for a possible purchase. After my vacation I went to him.
Then I saw the computer, a Chess 3008 casing with on the right side the official CXG emblem
with the inscription "CXG Commander!" To be honest I was speechless and of course I
bought this chess computer from him right away. A few days later I posted a message on
schachcomputer.info. I was wondering if anyone had ever seen this computer before.
Based on the remarks of other collectors the conclusion was clear: VERY RARE! During all
those years of experience with chess computers I had never seen or heard of this version. Of
course I asked the previous owner about this chess computer and how he ever got hold of it.
He told me that he had bought it in the Netherlands from importer and wholesaler Wegam
Trading. Later he upgraded the EPROM from version 2.00 to 2.04. This could mean that
version 2.05 was never released for the Commander.

The Sphinx 40 Plus and 50 Plus are only released until version 2.04. At that time I thought
that CXG might have kept a stock of far too many old CXG 3008 housings, and that they
converted some of them into a Commander to be able to sell these old housings after all. But
was my thinking right or wrong? Well, I can tell you, I was absolutely right!

The modular CXG Sphinx 40 Plus with the Commander program 2.00
How can I be so sure? A few weeks ago I met someone from Denmark and he proposed to me
a Commander to buy or trade them for another model. I said I was interested and he sent me
some photos. I was interested to be able to buy another Commander in a CXG 3008 case, and
now with the original box!
At first sight the box shows the casing of the CXG Sphinx 3008 with CXG Sphinx
Commander at the top! Conclusion: CXG originally released this computer with the electronic
hardware and the Commander program of Frans Morsch!

De doos van de CXG Sphinx Commander
I wasn't lucky once, I was lucky twice. Now I wonder how much CXG Newcrest Technology
has produced from these Commanders, so that at some point another collector will be lucky
enough to get one, or will it be my turn again? I didn't trade this second Commander for
myself, but suggested to the salesman to exchange his computer with my friend Maurice
Ohayon.

A lot of information is available about the Commander chess program of Frans Morsch in
general, but very little about the original CXG Commander. The CXG Sphinx Commander
with model number 3018 is a very rare chess computer based on the wooden casing and
design of its predecessors, the CXG Chess 3000 and CXG Chess 3008.
The Commander chess program
The Commander program was written by the Dutchman Frans Morsch. His first program was
named Nona (from 1983) and was written in assembly for the 6502 microprocessor. He is also
known for his Fritz-program.
The Commander-program can be found in many chess computers like...
- Sphinx Galaxy - model CXG-230 (first release date in the Netherlands: August 1988)
- Sphinx Commander - model CXG-3018 (first release date in the Netherlands: August 1988)
- Sphinx Dominator - model CXG-239 (first publication date in the Netherlands: September 1988)
- Sphinx 40 Plus - model CXG-3038 (first release date in the Netherlands: September 1988)
- Sphinx 50 Plus - model CXG-3048 (first release date in the Netherlands: September 1988)
- Mephisto Modena (first publication date in the Netherlands: December 1991)

Probably all these chess computers are technically capable of running versions 2.00 to 2.05
operational.

Links CXG Sphinx 40 Plus en rechts CXG Sphinx Commander
There were also chess computers announced with the Commander program that never
appeared commercially like...
- Sphinx Advanced Star Chess Plus - model CXG-231
- Sphinx Super Enterprise Plus - model CXG-230 (= Sphinx Galaxy!)

Release dates of the program versions of Frans Morsch
- Sphinx Galaxy (= Galaxy V1.03) was released in the 2nd quarter of 1988.
- Sphinx Commander (= Galaxy V1.03) was released in the 2nd quarter of 1988.
- Sphinx 40 Plus (= Dominator V2.00) was released in the 3rd quarter of 1988.
- Sphinx 50 Plus (= Dominator V2.00) was released in the 3rd quarter of 1988.
- Sphinx 40 Plus Limited Edition (in possession of collector Steve Blincoe - release ??)
- Sphinx Dominator V2.00 was released in the 3rd quarter of 1988.
- Sphinx Dominator V2.03 was released in the 4th quarter of 1988.
- Sphinx Dominator V2.04 was released in the 4th quarter of 1989.
- Sphinx Commander V2.04 was released in the 4th quarter of 1989.
- Sphinx Dominator V2.05 was released in the 2nd quarter of 1991.
- Mephisto Modena V2.05 was released in the 4th quarter of 1991.

CXG Sphinx Commander with program version 2.04 by Frans Morsch
The chess program versions in brief
Versions 2.00 to 2.04 had to deal with bugs (program errors). Version 2.00 had several bugs,
these became less and less up to and including 2.04. Version 2.05 should be bug free.

How do you know which program version is installed?
Press the knight- and pawn buttons at the same time when you start the chess computer
for the first time. As an example the displays may show: tESt - 2:00 (= version 2.00).

So much for the story of Hans van Mierlo from 2014. I have taken the liberty to change or add
some information here and there. I only did that (now in 2020) to make the story as complete
and truthful as possible.

Hein Veldhuis: We go back to 1987
to the historical story of the
CXG Commander to reconstruct...

1987 was the year in which CXG Newcrest Technology (White & Allcock) sought connection
with Hegener + Glaser (Mephisto) in order to gain a larger market share. The chess computer
market was booming business and every manufacturer wanted to reap the benefits. Eric White
was the big man behind CXG and he had big plans for the coming years. He unfolded these
plans at the Nuremberg toy fair in February 1987 with a number of new wooden chess
enclosures with a modular system as we know it from the Mephisto Exclusive and Munich
boards. The largest board of this series was the Chess 7000, an operational prototype at this
fair.

A little piece of history about Eric White
The company 'Cassia', headed by Eric White and Ken Cohen, started producing chess computers as early as the summer of 1979. Their first product was 'Chess Mate', which entered the
commercial market in the autumn of 1979. Spicy detail is that 'Chess Mate' is a clone version
of the Fidelity Chess Challenger 10 (A). Around 1981 Cassia was renamed to 'White and
Allcock' and in 1984 the name 'Newcrest Technology' (CXG) was introduced, which became
the brand name 'Sphinx' at the end of 1987. Below a small overview through the years...
1979-1980
1981-1984
1984-1991
1991-1993?
1994-1995?
1995-1996?
1997-1998
1998-1999
??????????

Cassia
White & Allcock
Newcrest Technology / CXG Systems
National Telecommunications System
Krypton
Timorite
Timorite
Timorite / Tiger Toys

Eric White & Ken Cohen
Eric White & Ken Cohen
Eric White & Ken Cohen
Eric White
David Levy
Eric White & David Levy
Eric White & David Levy
Eric White & David Levy

(Chess Mate)
MultiTech
Sphinx (1987)
Sphinx
Krypton
Krypton
Krypton /Systema
Krypton /Tiger

World Cup in Rome
The top chess program for these boards had to come from the shaft of David Levy's company
Intelligent Chess Software. Levy had a lot of confidence in Mark Taylor's 16 bit program, and
White registered for the 7th micro world championship which was to be held in Rome in
September 1987. Other manufacturers such as Fidelity, SciSys and Novag thought differently
and stayed at home. Head of the company Eric Winkler: SciSys wants to build good
affordable chess computers instead of participating with three super chess computers in
Rome. Peter Auge (Novag): This world championship has developed like a farce in the past
years! When a manufacturer has to invest around $500.000 to possibly win the micro world
championship, the point is reached where we drop out.

Fidelity: We lost the Dallas tournament in 1986 by half a point because our best program with
multiprocessor and hash functions was not allowed to be part of it. They assured us at the time
that we could use it at the next micro-World Championship. Now the organizing committee
has again decided that our best program can't play along. We got it loud and clear; we are not
invited to this tournament. Nevertheless, as soon as all restrictions and partitions have been
lifted, we will immediately sign up again for the next WC.

Richard Lang is champion again in Rome!
(Foto: CSVN Computerschaak - october 1987)

So CXG was left only to compete against Hegener + Glaser in the commercial group. The
duel with Mephisto was a heavy defeat. Not one match was able to win CXG or even play a
draw! Especially in the endgame the Sphinx-program of Levy and Taylor turned out to be far
too weak. For Eric White this World Championship was a financial catastrophe!
Cause and effect (a hypothesis)
Eric White and his partner Ken Cohen had not taken this result into account at all in Rome. In
fact, they even thought that there was really something to be gained there! With this in mind,
they had already had many hundreds of wooden enclosures produced before the World
Championships, and had quite a few of those already equipped with various 16 (and 32 bit?)
program versions of Taylor. After the loss, CXG remained with hundreds of chess computers
and boards. Some of them White was able to sell at dumped prices, but the vast majority
remained virtually unsaleable. How was he supposed to get rid of his stock?
CXG immediately went looking for other programmers
White was all done with David Levy's software company. The names of Kaare Danielsen,
Dan & Kathe Spracklen, Dave (David) Wilson ''Advance'' and Frans Morsch came up. In the
beginning of 1988 CXG hijacked the 3rd programmer from Hegener!

CXG and Frans Morsch
At the beginning of 1988, Frans Morsch founded a free-lance software agency together with
Henk Kuyer (Chesscity). Morsch considered his contract with Manfred Hegener to be
terminated, but Manfred thought otherwise. Hegener blocked his license payments. Hegener
found out that this new free-lance agency also developed ''Super Mondial-like programs'' for
other manufacturers. An announced lawsuit for breach of contract was withdrawn and after
that everything was back to the old and familiar way of doing business with each other. CXG
gave Morsch a contract in the spring of 1988 to further develop its strongest chess program.
Morsch's 8 bit program turned out to be 25% stronger than Taylor's 16 bit version from the
start! White was in a hurry, and in the early summer of 1988 this program was implemented
and produced in the CXG Sphinx Galaxy, 40- and 50 Plus and (to a much lesser extent) in the
Commander. In August of 1988 the CXG Galaxy and Commander were for sale in the
Netherlands. But precisely because of all the hurry of CXG, Morsch was not ready, and
because of that his program still contained a lot of errors (bugs). That's why Morsch always
came up with new program versions.

The introduction of the Commander in the Netherlands
Importer of chess computers, the company Wegam Trading BV from Amstelveen had the
exclusive rights to distribute this computer in the Netherlands! According to a brochure and
price list of this wholesaler, this computer would be commercially available in August 1988.
There is no reason to doubt this. Especially in view of the fact that Witteman, a specialty shop
from Amsterdam, offered this computer in an advertisement from October 1988. This
computer could also be ordered from the Royal Dutch Chess Federation (KNSB) at a reduced
price from October onwards. The Netherlands had thus acquired a unique position, because at
that time this computer was not yet available in Germany!
The Commander in Germany?
CXG played a subordinate role in Germany. Mephisto was the market leader, so CXG only
sold in the lower and middle price range there. Moreover, the Commander was produced by
CXG in very small quantities. Probably this had to do with an earlier overproduction of
Sphinx 40 housings. So White preferred to produce the Commander program in a Sphinx 40
and Sphinx 50. In Germany the Commander remained a rarity. Hans-Peter Ketterling wrote
about the 1989 toy fair in Nuremberg that the release date was still open for Germany.
Shipping house Monika Weitkus from Hennef (near Bonn) was the first in Germany to offer
the Commander in September 1989. At specialty store Peter and Inge Kisters from Mönkloh
(near Hamburg) no Commander or even a Sphinx 40/50 Plus was included in the assortment
in November 1989. Even at the largest supplier in Germany, the Hobby Computer Center of
Ossi Weiner, the Commander was for sale only briefly in March 1990. So hardly any
Commander has been sold in Germany!

The Commander and the big confusion with other CXG models
CXG sold the modular Sphinx 40 Plus and Sphinx 50 Plus as if it were an original
Commander! So the buyers of the first hour knew no better than that they had bought a
Commander. CXG didn't even bother to deliver a proper manual. CXG left that job to the
Dutch importer Wegam Trading from Amstelveen. For those who for instance bought a
Sphinx Galaxy or a Sphinx 40/50 Plus, got a manual with the image of an original
Commander! A French brochure from 1990 went one step further and called a Sphinx 40 Plus
just a Commander! CXG itself didn't take it too closely in its brochures either. In the brochure
of the Sphinx 40 and 50 "Plus" his predecessor the Sphinx 40 "Adversary" is pictured (!) with
the old 16 bit program of David Levy and Mark Taylor. Over the years, collectors often
couldn't make a distinction, and put their collection on the internet with wrong descriptions!
Yes, and then others will take over as the only truth.

A Sphinx Commander with a manual from the Dominator and Galaxy?
This was the most normal thing in the world for CXG!
Finally - the collector's value of an original Commander
Even among the largest German collectors there is currently no Commander to be found,
which says something about the rarity. Worldwide there are only 4 or 5 collectors who have a
Commander in their collection. I estimate that there are only about 20 pieces left in a
forgotten attic, and that whoever inherits one from an estate, for example, doesn't even know
what the collector's value is. A Commander in a reasonably good condition, so without any
light spots, complete and with the original packaging, could just be worth more than
€ 2000.00!

The great mystery has finally been solved!

On the left side of the picture is the one and only CXG Sphinx Commander and on the
right side the CXG Sphinx 40 Plus, which comes from the estate of Tom Luif. This
Sphinx 40 Plus has caused a stir with many collectors for years, because this model went
through life as a Sphinx Commander while it wasn't! Both machines have program
version 2.04 on board, which was programmed by Frans Morsch.

Only the real CXG Commander has 'Sphinx Commander' on the bottom!
The right hand side picture shows the very confusing manual that came with it...

And only the real CXG Commander has 'Sphinx Commander' on the top right!

The wooden casing of the original CXG Commander - model 3018 - has a pure size of
33.5 x 33.5 cm, and the pure playing field measures 29 x 29 cm. This is exactly the same
as its predecessors the CXG 3000 (with a program by Richard Lang) and the CXG 3008
(with a program by Kaare Danielsen). The drawer with the control panel is not very
stable when you pull it out of the casing, and you can't open it completely. That in itself
is not annoying, but CXG could have paid more attention to this during production. The
brown chess pieces are quite light colored, and actually a bit too light compared to the
white (light yellow) pieces.

Only at a second attempt the CXG Sphinx Commander showed program version 2.04!

Worldwide there are only 4 or 5 collectors who have a Commander. I estimate there are
only about 20 left in a forgotten attic. While making this item I happened to come across
an offer from a Commander! Luuk and the undersigned then decided to buy this
Commander together!☺

So much for my reconstruction and hypothesis as a historian.

Europa-Rochade (1987)
Hans-Peter Ketterling
News from Nuremberg
White & Allcock (CXG)
At White & Allcock, Eric White was personally available to provide details of the new
equipment and the company's solid policy of steady but not overheated growth. Contrary to
the company's policy of some time ago, they now want to produce top-of-the-range
equipment. If this intention is successful, White & Allcock will have an important say in the
future in the top class. During the discussion of the product range, Eric White first assured
that the magnetic sensor unit Chess 3000 (CXG 3000), which has recently become available
for DM 698.00, contains the well-known Chess 2001 (CXG 2001).

Chess 4000, another device of this series, which is externally modelled on another very wellknown brand, contains an improved Super Enterprise program. The device has a 40 cm x 40
cm magnetic sensor board and has three module slots. The game levels include some with
move time settings and some countdown levels for blitz and rapid chess. The device is
available for DM 898.00, but there will be another version called Chess 5000 with a 50 cm x
50 cm board and there will be a smaller version in the size of the Chess 3000.

Even if you only take a cursory look at the new devices, it is impossible to overlook who you
are trying to capture market share from. A special feature of all three devices is the possibility
of asking the question "What if? In this case you can replace the computer's answer train with
another one and let it show you what kind of countermove it was fearing in this case.
The new top devices from White & Allcock are the Chess 6000 and Chess 7000, which are
similar in appearance to the other devices in the new Thousand Series and feature magnetic
sensor boards with dimensions of 40 cm x 40 cm and 50 xm x 50 cm. They have space for
three program and display slots and cost DM 1748.00 and DM 2498.00. In this price range
you naturally expect something special. The units, which will go into production in May,
contain the 16-bit processor 68.000, which will run at 8 to 12 MHz, and will have 64 kbyte
ROM and 64 kbyte RAM, all in power-saving CMOS technology, so that both mains and
battery operation is possible.
Two displays have been planned, which is especially useful for the chess clocks. Furthermore,
there are 16 game levels with average computing times of 5 s to 3.75 min, countdown levels
and levels with fixed computing times as well as levels whose computing times are
automatically adjusted according to the opponent's time consumption.
In addition, you can program in the usual time conditions as used in normal tournaments, but
also such specialities as 2 h for 40 moves and 15 min for the rest of the game, which are
increasingly being used. Of course, there are also the usual special functions such as multimove input and mat search levels for up to eight-mat problems with secondary solutions.
Selbst wenn man die neuen Geräte nur flüchtig betrachtet, ist nicht zu übersehen, wem man
hier Marktanteile abjagen möchte. Eine Besonderheit aller drei Geräte ist die Möglichkeit der
Fragestellung "What if?" Hierbei kann man den Antwortzug des Computers durch einen
anderen ersetzen und sich zeigen lassen, welchen Gegenzug er in diesem Fall befürchtet hat.

The position evaluation can also be called up, it is displayed in tenths of a pawn unit. Finally,
you can retrieve Altemativ trains, because the precalculated variant is stored complete with
further details. As this is a flexible modular system, other processors can be used later on,
especially the types 68.020 and 68.030, and multi-processor systems are also possible.
The program development took three years and the author was Mark Taylor, who, like
Richard Lang, comes from David Levy's circle of employees. It remains to be seen whether
the strength of the program can actually keep up with Mephisto Dallas, as has been assured
several times. In any case, the new top program is to be continually improved and additional
modules are to be created ...
White & Allcock still offers a wide range of entry-level and mid-range equipment that has
been on offer for some time. These include the tiny little keypad device Pocket Chess (CXG
219) for DM 75.00 with Levys Mighty Mitget's program, Computachess III (CXG 008), a
battery-powered device with 16 game levels and pressure sensor board for DM 168.00,
Computachess IV (CXG 227) for DM 138.00, a new device with 16 game levels whose
program corresponds to that of the Portachess and does not allow position control. The
pocket devices Portachess (CXG 202), with plug-in sensor board and 16 levels for DM
78.00, and Advanced Portachess (CXG 201) in a similar design with 8 levels for DM 108.00
are intended as travel companions.

The playing strength of all these beginner devices is not outstanding, more interesting is the
middle class device Crown (CXG 228) with a relatively large pressure sensor board and the
program of the Enterprise for DM 198.00, which first came out in black and is now delivered
in brown. The two predecessors Enterprise-S (Enterprise 'S') (CXG 208) for DM 268.00
and Star Chess (CXG 209) for DM 168.00 are also still available and cover the range
between the entry-level units and the upper middle class.

CXG Super Enterprise LCD
(photo copyright © by http://www.schaakcomputers.nl/)

Super Enterprise LCD (CXG 210C) with the strong program van Kaare Danielsen, which
also participated in the 1986 Microcomputer World Cup in Cologne, is now supplied with two
liquid crystal displays, has 44 game levels and with its price of DM 348.00 is currently one of
the devices with the best price-performance ratio. The same program is available in the pocket
unit Advanced Star Chess (CXG 211) for DM 248.00, which is equipped with a plug-in
sensor board, and in the new tabletop unit Super Crown (CXG 218) for DM 268.00.
In addition, six LCD games are also available for the fabulous price of just under DM 20.00.
These include football, basketball, tennis, UFOs, lion hunting and sea battles. In
Nuremberg, no trees would be uprooted this year, but it became clear that the development is
constantly being pushed forward, not least by SciSys and White & Allcock, two companies
based in Hong Kong, who have competed in Germany against the market leader Hegener +
Glaser.
Source - https://rochadeeuropa.com/ March 1987 and April 1987,
Hans-Peter Ketterling: News from Nuremberg.

Computer-Schach & Spiele (1987)
Nuremberg International Toy Fair
offered interesting news about
Newcrest Technology
Fantastic new revelations could not be expected at this year's Nuremberg Toy Fair, as
the manufacturers seemed to have already shot their powder last autumn. But things
turned out differently: many an exciting novelty was on display - and even more: many
rumours were circulating, there is movement in the scene.
A perfect copy
Some Hegener+Glaser employees, who had made the rounds in the Nuremberg exhibition
halls, came back smiling: "Have you already seen what Newcrest has to offer? Indeed, the
manufacturer from Hong Kong, who (according to company boss Eric White) would like to
challenge SciSys for the title of the world's largest manufacturer, amazes with an exact copy
of the chess computers from Hegener and Glaser. Arriving in Germany just two days before
the fair, the prototypes (one of them ready to play) were presented in two different sized
wooden cases in almost Mephisto-"Exclusive" or "Munich" format.
They are made of wood, have an attractive exterior and contain three interchangeable black
module slots in the drawer that can be pulled out at the front. There is one keyboard, one
display and one empty drawer. The display slot has two displays, which can show the time
spent on both sides at the same time. There is also a key with the ominous inscription "W.I.":
"What if?" ("Woas is?" translated by Bavarian fair visitors) and it's a function which, as a
kind of chess teacher, provides information about which game progresses according to a
variant suggested by the player - if Newcrest doesn't revise the feature after all.
The devices will first be released under the name Chess 4000 for DM 898,- and as Chess
5000 for just under a thousand, later with a 16-bit processor as Chess 6000 and Chess 7000
for DM 1748,- and DM 2498,- respectively. The program size is 64 kByte ROM and 64 kByte
RAM. In addition, a low-priced plastic version without the possibility of exchanging
programs is in sight. With the new devices, Eric White also plans to participate in the World
Cup '87, which will possibly take place in Rome.
Drawers the only solution?
Asked about the obvious Hegener+Glaser copy, Eric White said that you can't design a chess
computer in any other way than this if you don't want to spoil the board with keys and also
accommodate modules. It is probably closer to the truth that Hegener+Glaser does not play an
important role in the international concert and that they are will therefore limit the discredit
that Newcrest may have to fear for its copies to the German market. Too bad for the active
importer Lorenz Siwek! Siwek announced that Newcrest has decided to change the
appearance of the new devices in such a way that the similarity to the Hegener+Glaser models
is lower.

Siwek is also aware of the fact that the new equipment series only has a chance if the price is
kept competitive. For this reason he has already considered a price reduction of the Chess
3000 (see presentation in CSS 1/87). Furthermore it was to be learned that this device
(originally not intended for the German market at all) will soon be equipped with the program
by Kaare Danielsen that is currently in the Super Enterprise. Then Chess 3000 should also
get two small displays.
The pictures from CSS 2/87 show a Chess 7000 prototype, which was operational during
the Nurnberg toy fair. Now in the year 2020 a unique specimen! Where has this model
gone? Maybe it came into the possession of a collector?

Beide Fotos aus CSS April 1987 zeigen einen CXG Chess 7000-Prototyp (!), der während
der Nürnberger Spielwarenmesse einsatzbereit war. Jetzt im Jahr 2020 ein Unikat! Wo
ist dieses Modell geblieben? Ist es vielleicht in den Besitz eines Sammlers gekommen?
Apart from that, Newcrest (also "CXG" – a purely optical name without content – or "White
& Allcock") offers a wide range of devices in the lower price range, e.g. the Advanced
Portachess, a travel chess computer for DM 78,-, the Super Crown with the Super
Enterprise program, but without display for DM 194,-, or the Advanced Star Chess for
DM 166,-, which is meanwhile equipped with a black case.
One thing (with the exception of Novag) all manufacturers this year have unanimously taken
up the flag: playing strength. It is accepted that participation in the world championship is
effective for the public – a success all the more so – and that it is well advised to have a strong
top model in the range. So we can expect that in the foreseeable future there will not only be
more wooden devices, but also a world championship with the participation of CXG and
SciSys: For the fans certainly a welcome prospect.
Source: Computer-Schach & Spiele (CSS 2/87), April 1987, Play strength is trumps
Nuremberg International Toy Fair offered interesting news
Newcrest Technology (Extract).
CXG wooden boards overview
Chess 3000: 33,5 x 33,5 cm - 8-Bit (1986 - DM 698,00 - Richard Lang)
Chess 3008: 33,5 x 33,5 cm - 8-Bit (1987 - DM 698,00 - Kaare Danielsen)
Chess 6000: 40 x 40 cm - 16-Bit = CXG Sphinx 40 (1987 - DM 998,00 - Levy & Taylor)
Chess 7000: 50 x 50 cm - 16-Bit = CXG Sphinx 50 (1987 - DM 1498,00 - Levy & Taylor)
Chess Commander: 33,5 x 33,5 cm - 8-Bit (1988 - DM 898,00 - Frans Morsch)
Chess 4000: 40 x 40 cm - 8-Bit = CXG Sphinx 40 Plus (1988 - DM 998,00 - Fr. Morsch)
Chess 5000: 50 x 50 cm - 8-Bit = CXG Sphinx 50 Plus (1988 - DM 1498,00 - Fr. Morsch)

Schach Echo (May 1987)
Alexander Canetti
Chess computer on the
Nuremberg International Toy Fair
This stood out above all because there were wooden planks with 'déjà vu' effect to be seen.
You see: 40 x 40 and 50 x 50 cm respectively, pull-out drawer, three interchangeable
modules... Mr. White and Mr. Siwek hurried to assure themselves that these were only
preliminary samples and that the final products would of course look completely different.
Let's wait and see.

In any case, CXG announces two new 68.000 programs, which allegedly are not from Levy
but from the Englishman Wilson ("Advance"). The smaller program is supposed to be
stronger than the Super Enterprise, the larger program is even supposed to venture into
"Dallas regions". In any case, CXG wants to compete against the overpowering Mephisto's at
the next Microcomputer World Championship.
The following new releases were announced for 1987:
CXG 3003: Wooden unit like CXG 3000, but with Super Enterprise program. Expected price
between DM 500,- and 600,-.
Super Enterprise 68.000: Plastic unit with 16 bit processor. Expected price between DM
700,- and 800,-.
.
And in addition 4 different versions of wooden sensor boards with 16 bit processors:
CXG 4000 (68.000 / 40 x 40 cm) approx. DM 900,CXG 5000 (68.000 / 50 x 50 cm) approx. DM 1250,CXG 6000 (68.000 / 40 x 40 cm) approx. DM 1750,CXG 7000 (68.000 / 50 x 50 cm) approx. DM 2500
You can certainly look forward to these models, because CXG has always been a price
breaker.
Source - Schach Echo, May 1987, Alexander Canetti:
Chess computer on the Nuremberg International Toy Fair (Extract)

NB: Mr Canetti's reporting is partly wrong!

Computer-Schach & Spiele (1987)
Bernd Schneider
Chess 3008 - Turn two into one
The company CXG (Newcrest) had already made quite a lasting impression two years ago
with its powerful Super Enterprise. Last winter, the wooden Chess 3000 followed, and this
fall CXG will now make one out of the two: The wooden housing now comes with the 16-K
program by Kaare Danielsen and the two small displays known from the Super Enterprise.
The name "Chess 3008" is probably derived from the case name (3000) and the MHz number
(8). Bernd Schneider examined the fusion and was delighted.

The precursor to the CXG Sphinx Commander...
CXG Chess 3008 - Release year: 1987
(photo copyright © by http://www.schaakcomputers.nl/) (600 dpi)

At the Super Enterprise (which still exists) I disliked the strangely shaped figures, which
could not activate the sensor board very well, and the very small edge LEDs. Both
shortcomings are solved in the best possible way by transferring the Super Enterprise's
innards into the Chess 3000's case: Here you now have a really beautiful wooden device with
magnetic sensors, 64 LEDs in the board and a very extensive list of features, which are known
from the Super Enterprise, but can be realized much better and more clearly on the full
sensor. For example, the main variant can be shown six moves away on the board, or you can
check piece positions with the push of a button even while the computer is busy.
With the price of less than DM 700.00, as promised by importer Lorenz Siwek, the device
would have to be in trouble if it didn't find its fans, even if the overall playing strength is a
little behind that of some 16-K colleagues. Tactically however, the thing is fantastic. Also the
operating instructions have received the "Teutonic improvement" I hoped for and the
workmanship of the drawer in the front of the unit has improved (even if it still has no felt
feet). Heart, what more do you want?
Source - Computer-Schach & Spiele (6/87) – December 1987
Bernd Schneider: Fathomlessly the Sphinx smiles.

Europa-Rochade (1988)
Hans-Peter Ketterling
Nuremberg fair novelties
White & Allcock has been represented in Germany for some time now by Lorenz Siwek, who
has now also become the German Fidelity representative, and has also announced some new
products. The two new top-of-the-range units Sphinx 40 and Sphinx 50 for DM 998.00 and
DM 1498.00 were only introduced in the last days before Christmas 1987, but there are
already some news to report.

A completely new program is planned for both devices, which will offer several surprises.
First of all, it does not come from Levy's program forge, instead Kaare Danielsen, the likeable
Danish programmer of Advanced Star Chess, has his hand in it together with another yet
unnamed programmer.
Second, the program is not supposed to run on the 68.000 but on the good old 6502 and still
be stronger than the current Sphinx program. If handled correctly, the 6502 is very powerful,
apart from the fact that it is much cheaper.
Thirdly, the program will be available as an exchange module for Sphinx 40 and Sphinx 50,
and you will probably see it competing at this year's planned Microcomputer World
Championship in Spain. From now on Sphinx will not only identify a special program family,
but will also be used as a brand name, i.e. the name for the entire White & Allcock product
range. Behind Sphinx Junior will be a keypad device for DM 129.00 with LC display and a
small chess set included.
Advanced Starchess Plus (Advanced Star Chess Plus) or Sphinx Supra will be available
with a new program for DM 298.00, which will also come out as Sphinx Commander in the
case of the Chess 3008 with magnetic sensor board for DM 898.00, while Chess 3008 will
remain in the range unchanged for DM 698.00. In addition some smaller devices will still be
available, but probably some of them will get a facelift. All new units should be on sale by
September.
Source - https://rochadeeuropa.com April 1988, Hans-Peter Ketterling:
Nuremberg fair novelties (continued from the March issue).

From the Aegon tournament which started on 9 May 1988 comes the oldest published chess
game of a beta version of Frans Morsch, who was developing a chess program on behalf of
CXG Newcrest Technology. It was appropriately named CXG Sphinx, which was to appear
commercially in the CXG Galaxy and the Commander in August 1988. A tragic event took
place on the board of the Sphinx, (probably a Sphinx 40 prototype). With an excellent centre
breakthrough, white had the advantage. While collecting material, however, the computer
doesn't see that black (Martin Voorn) is setting up a dangerous attack. When reality finally
comes within its horizon it's too late, and matt can no longer be prevented.
(Source: CSVN Computerschaak nr. 3 – june 1988) (photo copyright © by http://www.schaakcomputers.nl/) (600 dpi)

Here's a last game from the 1988 Aegon tournament. In the last (6th) round Lex Jongsma
managed to maintain his one hundred percent score. He didn't have a hard time against the
CXG Sfinx, even though organizer Cock de Gorter had specially adapted the opening book to
Jongsma's bizarre opening choice. To no avail. Jongsma got a big lead in development and
won quickly. CXG Sfinx finished with 3 points from 6 games in the middle spot. The
strongest chess computer was Mephisto Mega IV, a commercial version connected to an 18
MHz turbo kit. The Mega IV ended with 4 points from 6 games.
(Source: CSVN Computerschaak nr. 3 – june 1988) (photo copyright © by http://www.schaakcomputers.nl/) (600 dpi)

Jeroen Noomen: The battle against three computers in Dieren
From 18 to 28 July 1988 the traditional Open Championship of the Netherlands took place
again in Dieren. For the eighth consecutive time there was also the special computer group
and just like last year I was allowed to participate again. Last year I had scored 7 out of 8 and
I was curious if the computers would manage to get me more points this year. After all, I
could assume that the factories would bring their newest devices into the battleground, with
the latest gadgets and improvements. Disappointing news reached me a week before the start:
Novag and Fidelity had pulled out. Apparently these factories were afraid to stick their necks
out and they both missed the first computer rating tournament in Europe. Personally, I found
that very unfortunate, because I would have liked to play against the endgame strong Fidelity
Mach II and the combined Novag. In preparation was the just published magazine of the
CSVN Computerschaak nr. 3, which came in handy. All games of the CXG Sphinx and the
Mephisto Mega IV were played carefully. I decided to play each game a bit different to give
the computers a fair chance, so for instance not always King-Indian and Sicilian with black
(through my own Mephisto MM IV I know that computers with these openings have great
difficulty). The first three laps I had to compete against Frans Morsch's CXG Sphinx. They
were three fairly easy victories. In two games the program saw the dangers of my king's
attack too late and in the first game happened as you can see below.

(Source: CSVN Computerschaak nr. 4 – august 1988) (photo copyright © by http://www.schaakcomputers.nl/) (600 dpi)

NB: Against a strong computer chess player (Jeroen was under contract with Mephisto for a
long time as opening expert) it is not easy to make a fist. In 1988 Frans Morsch also
discovered this and wrote his programme for Newcrest Technology. Only one month later his
new program would appear as CXG Galaxy and CXG Commander!

Pricelist
CXG chess computers 1988
in the Netherlands
Type

Name

Transformer
included

Playing
levels

Advice
sales

CXG-219
CXG-202
CXG-237
CXG-227
CXG-209
CXG-011
CXG-008
CXG-240
CXG-228
CXG-211
CXG-208
CXG-218
CXG-210
CXG-210C
CXG-230
CXG-239
CXG-3008
CXG-3018
CXG-3038
CXG-3048

Pocketchess
Portachess
Sphinx Junior
Computachess IV
Starchess
Galaxy Mark II
Computachess III
Sphinx Royal (**)
Crown
Advanced Starchess
Enterprise S
Super Crown
Super Enterprise
Super Enterprise LCD
Sphinx Galaxy (*)
Sphinx Dominator (**)
Chess 3008
Sphinx Commander (*)
Sphinx 40 Plus (**)
Sphinx 50 Plus (**)

no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes

8
8
64
16
16
8
8
64
16
44
8
44
44
44
56
56
44
56
56
56

Fl. 89,00
Fl. 99,00
Fl. 149,00
Fl. 169,00
Fl. 199,00
Fl. 199,00
Fl. 249,00
Fl. 279,00
Fl. 279,00
Fl. 279,00
Fl. 299,00
Fl. 349,00
Fl. 399,00
Fl. 469,00
Fl. 569,00
Fl. 649,00
Fl. 849,00
Fl. 979,00
Fl. 1299,00
Fl. 1599,00

WTA

Transformator (***)

Fl.

29,50

(*) Available from August 1988
(**) Available mid-September 1988
(***) WTA transformer is connectable for all CXG models except CXG-219 and CXG-202.

(Source: Wegam Trading BV – 1988) (photo copyright © by www.schaakcomputers.nl/) (600 dpi)

NB: This Wegam price list is a reproduction of the original. The exact date of publication of
this pricelist cannot be traced, but July 1988 seems most likely to me.

CXG Sphinx Commander: available from August 1988
Release: August 1988 in the Netherlands!
(Source: Wegam Trading BV – 1988) (photo copyright © by www.schaakcomputers.nl/) (600 dpi)

CXG Sphinx Galaxy: available from August 1988
Release: August 1988 in the Netherlands!
(Source: Wegam Trading BV – 1988) (photo copyright © by www.schaakcomputers.nl/) (600 dpi)

Computer-Schach & Spiele (1988)
Günter Niggemann
From II Mach III
Computer novelties at the 20th Porz Open
The traditional Porz Open seems to develop into a test field for chess computers. More
and more manufacturers are sending their latest machines to this tough tournament for
testing. At the 20th event of this kind, which took place from 9 to 17 July, some
machines made their debut. Günter Niggemann reports.
For the jubilee open of the Schachgemeinschaft Porz e.V., which the International Champion,
multiple German Blitzmeister and former world record holder in simultaneous chess KarlHeinz Podzielny (ELO 2515) won with the dream result of 9 points from 9 rounds, the
computer manufacturers sent a crowd of illustrious guests - a last test before the World
Championship in Spain?

The company CXG/Newcrest started with a new device: CXG Commander with the program
by Frans Morsch, well known to the readers as author of the Mondial/Supermondial
programs. The program ran on a 6502 processor in the case of the CXG 3008. In the CXG
product range, this device will have the type designation CXG 3018; the CXG 3008 will
remain in the program. In the guise of the Super Enterprise, the recommended retail price for
this computer should be between DM 398,- and DM 448,-. Second unit from this
manufacturer: a CXG Sphinx 40 with revised program, but still with 16-bit processor.
Fidelity had released a Mach II with Los Angeles program. And with a novelty: Fidelity Mach
III. This is a 68020 machine with the latest program (Philadelphia) to be used at the World
Cup in Spain. The case is identical to that of the Mach II. The machine went to the start
sealed. According to the importer Lorenz Siwek the electronic brain was clocked with 20
MHz. When
Mach III with the 68000 it will be available from the end of September for about 1.500,- DM.
Saitek sent a Kasparov Galileo with Analyst Module 8 Mhz to the start. By using this module,
identity with its predecessor Leonardo is given in the playing strength, of which it is separated
in the basic version by the lightning board, a modified
control bar for a better overview and the possibility to connect a printer directly.
Hegener+Glaser sent their flagship Mephisto Munich Roma 68020, and to speak about this
device would be to carry owls to Athens. The same applies to the Novag Super Expert, which
wanted to confirm its very good performance at the 19th Porz Open.

The results
Unfortunately, like the other devices, it did not quite succeed. I wonder if they have already
been to the World Cup with their thoughts? In the table you can see for each round and each
computer the ingo number of the opponent and the result of the computer. If you want to
convert the Ingo numbers into Elo numbers, you can use the following formula: Elo = 2840-8
x Ingo.

By the way, the Mach III was only registered shortly before the tournament started, but did
not arrive in time, so that it could only be used from the 4th round on. In order to ensure
comparability with other machines - otherwise it would almost exclusively have received
opponents well below its playing strength level - it was initially awarded 1.5 points without a
fight for pairing purposes, which were deducted after its first victories. Because of the small
number of only 6 games, the INGO first evaluation of the Mach III can only serve as a very
rough guide.

The INGO figures listed are unofficial values. Although they have been determined according
to the INGO rules, the INGO officials of the German Chess Federation incomprehensibly
recently decided in a narrow majority decision not to allow chess computers to be used in the
evaluation. Whether one has not scored an own goal here?
Taking advantage of weaknesses
When comparing the results with those of previous tournaments, it is striking that this time
the results were consistently worse. A possible explanation for this is that the average score
(INGO 110 to 160) was much higher at the 20th Open. Unlike the top players, these players
are apparently more experienced in dealing with their electronic partners and therefore able to
exploit or even provoke known weaknesses.

NB: The following 2 games were played during the Porzer Open
in July 1988. Probably it is still possible to find out with which
program version was played at that time. Was it version 1.03
(Dominator V1.03) or still a beta or preview version?

NB: Die obigen 2 Schachpartien wurden während der Porzer Open im Juli
1988 gespielt. Es ist wahrscheinlich immer noch möglich herauszufinden,
welche Programmversion zu dieser Zeit gespielt wurde. War es Version
1.03 (Dominator V1.03) oder war es noch eine Beta oder Preview Version?
Source - Computer-Schach & Spiele 4/88 – August/September 1988,
Günter Niggemann: From II Mach III. Computer novelties at the 20th Porz Open.

Schach-Magazine 64 (August 1988)
Günter Niggemann: Seven at one blow
Computers at the 20th Porz Open
On the occasion of the jubilee of the Schachgeinschaft Porz e.V., which is reported on
elsewhere in this issue, the computer manufacturers sent a crowd of illustrious guests - a final
test before the computer world championship in Seville, Spain. They were in detail:

CXG Commander (CXG 3018) from White & Allcock; a device with high operating comfort
(magnetic sensors and field LEDs) in an attractive wooden housing. The game module is
hidden in a drawer on the front of the computer, just like the Mephisto Exclusive. Whether
this model will be able to assert itself against the numerous and strong competition in this
price range with a planned sales price of 998 DM is doubtful. The program is also supposed to
be offered in the guise of the Super Enterprise at an expected recommended retail price
between DM 398 and DM 448 and is indeed an interesting alternative to the existing offer.
CXG Sphinx 40, the program of this 16-bit system, which already participated in the 1987
World Chess Computer Championship, was revised by van David Levy. With upscale
equipment this chess computer is currently the cheapest 16-bit system. As a special feature it
has the function key "What if". If you press this key, the computer will explain why it has
made a special move. At the same time, it displays the alternatives to the move made and
explains why they were discarded.
Source - Schach-Magazine 64, Nr. 16/88, August 1988, Günter Niggemann:
Seven at one blow. Computers at the 20th Porz Open (extract).
NB: In the text above I know that there is a CXG Sphinx 40 (Plus) prototype! Now it is
immediately clear to me that there was no question of an original CXG Commander at
this tournament!

On the picture above Hans van Mierlo shows his Sphinx 40 Plus
with a Dominator 2.00 program version (photo: 17.05.2007)

The two pictures above are from the internet
and give some details about the housing and the modules

CXG Sphinx 50 Plus with the same program as the Commander's.
Sphinx 50 Plus is also extremely rare among collectors.

European Rating Tests
(October 1988)
by Larry Kaufman
Commercial chess computers have been participating in a great number of human tournaments in many countries recently, but only in a few European countries (and the U.S.) have
organized rating tests of 30 or more games been held. It is interesting to compare results in
various countries, but there is a problem. American ratings are known to be nearly a hundred
points above F.I.D.E. ratings, while the rating systems of most European nations are either at
or below F.I.D.E. levels on average. Since this article is being written for an American
audience, I have added a hundred points to all European ratings, plus an added 100 for
Holland, France, and Sweden, and 150 for West Germany, based on my impression of the
levels in those countries. If these numbers are in error, at least the relative ratings remain the
same. All results listed were at 40/2 or slower, I believe.
In Holland, three 30 game tests were held in July of '88. The Mephisto Mega IV (5 MHz)
finished first at 2176, the CXG Commander (5 MHz) next at 2058, and the Saitek TurboKing (5 MHz) last at 2029. A 16 Mhz MM4 Turbo has performed at 2293 in 21 games in
three tournaments, while Mephisto Dallas 68020 performed at 2208 and Forte B at 2133 in
these same events (21 games each). These results agree fairly well with results from
computer, vs. computer, testing in Sweden and elsewhere, except for Forte B.
CXG decided to abandon plans to market David Levy's 68.000 program, as it became
clear that it was simply not strong enough. David says that the selective search he uses
has great potential, but sofar they have not been able to bring the frequency of
oversights down to acceptable levels. So CXG has taken away Mephisto's number 3
programmer, Frans Morsch, and marketed his latest 8 bit program, at 4 MHz, as the
"Sphinx Galaxy".
CXG Sphinx Galaxy / Commander
Its Swedish rating implies a USCF rating of 2078, in close agreement with its official 30 game
Dutch rating of 1858 = 2058 USCF. If it becomes available in the U.S. for under $200, it
would be the strongest model in that price range, but as Fidelity has U.S. distribution rights
for CXG we will probably not see it here, as it would only undercut the Designer 2100.
Based on my tests of its predecessor program, the Mephisto Super Mondial (not to be
confused with the much stronger Mondial XL), I expect it will be especially strong around
the 1 min./move level. Why it runs at only 4 MHz vs. the 5 to 6 used by most other 6502
models is a mystery to me. The search used I believe is rather like the Mephisto Europa, by
the same programmer. In Britain, it should replace the Saitek Stratos as the strongest model
under 150 pounds, and with its many levels and features it looks like good value for money to
Europeans.
Source: Computer Chess Reports Quarterly – Fall/Winter 1988-1989.

Photo Witteman: specialty store in chess computers
https://photos.google.com/share/AF1QipPF0-wDJ-Qg7KcWAiAwiLe7-h8h1Ds2A0SF_wN6YxHPg2QOW5ndnqmsiai9sKI9Q?key=ZWZnaVZYaWxMWXEwVkJGc0ppbGtsY3NjdnpNX2x3

(Source: CSVN Computerschaak nr. 5 – october 1988) (photo copyright © by http://www.schaakcomputers.nl/) (600 dpi)

Jan Louwman (1988)
Schaakcomputers
uit het KNSB assortiment

This time we will be handling the new package of CXG chess computers from the KNSB
store. These KNSB chess computers can be ordered from the KNSB at reduced prices.
CXG Super Enterprise LCD
The Super Enterprise LCD from CXG is a single-chip computer with a large playing field of
30 x 30 cm. The calculation speed is 2 MHz and there are 48 play levels. The version has two
small displays on which a reasonable amount of information is available. For a single-chip
computer the playing strength is very satisfactory. The sensor contacts work lightly and well.
The retail price is fl 469.00 and the KNSB price fl 409.00 both prices excluding adapter,
which is also not necessary for this single-chip computer, because such computers play for a
long time on alkaline batteries. The playing strength is suitable for players of the second class
Regional Association or playing weaker.
CXG Sphinx Galaxy, Dominator and Commander
The CXG computers Sphinx Galaxy, Dominator and Commander have an identical chess
program from our compatriot Frans Morsch, but are different in execution. The program
counts on 4 MHz computing speed and has memories of 8 Kb RAM and 32 Kb ROM. There
are 56 levels of play and problems up to matte in eight can be solved. A lot of information can
be called up on the two small displays. These three computers are suitable for players of the
third class KNSB competition or playing weaker.
Overview
CXG
chess computers
Super Enterprise LCD
Sphinx Galaxy
Sphinx Dominator
Sphinx Commander

Size
playing field
cm x cm
30 x 30
30 x 30
21 x 21
29 x 29

Type
playing
board
sensor
sensor
sensor
A.R.B.

Sales
price
NLG
469,00
569,00
629,00
979,00

KNSB
price
NLG
409,00
499,00
565,00
879,00

With or
without
adapter
no
yes
yes
yes

The programs of these three chess computers are in principle not interchangeable. Especially
the Sphinx Galaxy is, considering the good chess program, an extremely inexpensive offer,
especially if one takes into account the wide playing field. The Sphinx Commander is in a
nice wooden version with reed contacts and has 64 field LEDs. The style of play is lively and
dull games these computers prefer not to play.
Source: Schakend Nederland, october and december 1988.

Hobby Computer Centrale - 1988
(photo copyright © by http://www.schaakcomputers.nl/) (600 dpi)

Spielwarenmesse Nürnberg 1988: From 1 January 1988, the representative offices of
both companies, Eurotoy and Braun & Siwek, acted together as a chess union. Eurotoy
is the importer for Fidelity and CXG and takes over the service for both brands; Braun
& Siwek is the general sales office. The production of the models CXG Sphinx 40/50
(DM 998, - / 1498, -) is discontinued; the devices will soon receive a new program (socalled from Danielsen or the Spracklens).

Europa-Rochade (1989)
Hans-Peter Ketterling
Nuremberg International Toy Fair
Sphinx Commander (CXG 3018) is an external refined version of the Dominator with the
wooden case Chess 3008, the playing field measures 29 x 29 cm and is equipped with
magnetic sensors, the price will be DM 898.00, but the release date is still open.
Sphinx 40 Plus (CXG-3038) for DM 998.00 and Sphinx 50 Plus (CXG-3048) for DM
1498.00 have been around for a while, they have the same wooden housing with magnetic
sensor board, but larger playing fields of 32 x 32 or 40 x 40 cm and are also equipped with the
same program. In the meantime they have replaced the 16-bit devices with the same name but
without the "plus".
Announced is still Sphinx Galaxy a device, which will offer the program of the Dominator
in the case of the Super Enterprise LCD, but probably won't even be on the market in
Germany. All devices with the Dominator program have the same electronics and can last
15 hours with one battery set.
The 16 bit Sphinx 40 and Sphinx 50 (DM 998.00 and 1498.00) with the 16 bit processor
68,000 and the program from Levy did not have the expected success but are especially
interesting for analysis purposes, while the playing strength does not quite reach the top class,
but is still remarkable enough. The prices of these not long available computers are beginning
to drop a bit, an opportunity to get another one of these beautiful wooden devices.
Source: https://rochadeeuropa.com August 1989, Hans-Peter Ketterling:
Nuremberg International Toy Fair 1989 (part IV).

The above Excel file from a very large collector from Germany shows that he also has an rare
CXG Sphinx 40 Limited Edition. This collector wants to remain unknown. He stopped his
long-term hobby in 2016. So not only Steve Blincoe has such a rare chess computer…!☺☺

Schachcomputerversand Monika Weitkus – 22 September 1989
(Source: Spezialversand Monika Weitkus – Hennef – 22.09.1989) (photo copyright © by http://www.schaakcomputers.nl/) (600 dpi)

NB: This brochure from Monika Weitkus shows that the original CXG
Commander was offered and sold in Germany in September 1989!

Schachcomputer Spezialverzand Monika Weitkus 1989
(Source: Spezialverzand Monika Weitkus – Hennef – 22.09.1989) (photo copyright © by http://www.schaakcomputers.nl/) (600 dpi)

Schachcomputer Spezialverzand Monika Weitkus 1989
(Source: Spezialverzand Monika Weitkus – Hennef – 22.09.1989) (photo copyright © by http://www.schaakcomputers.nl/) (600 dpi)

CXG price list Sphinx chess computer January 1990
(Source: Hartung-Spiele Berlin – Januar 1990) (photo copyright © by www.schaakcomputers.nl/) (600 dpi)

NB: The above price list refers to a CXG Sphinx 50 Modular with model number CXG
5000. Remarkable is that this model has exactly the same purchase price (Einkaufspreis)
for traders as the Sphinx 40 Plus with model number CXG 3038. I haven't seen this
model version with this description before. What would be the difference with a Sphinx
50 Plus with model number CXG 3048? Who knows!

HCC price list 01.03.1990
(Source: Weiner Vertriebs – München: March 1990) (photo copyright © by http://www.schaakcomputers.nl/) (600 dpi)

NB: On this pricelist HCC offers for the first time a CXG Sphinx Commander.

NB: This French brochure from 1990 talks about a Sphinx Commander, which in reality
is a Sphinx 40 Plus with a Commander program! Such information in brochures contributed to the fact that for many years people could not distinguish between a real
Commander and a Sphinx 40 Plus!

CXG – Review (April 1990)
by Larry Kaufman
CXG is primarily known for selling very cheap (and weak) models. However, they now have some
decent mid range models, which although not presently sold in the U.S. may be imported at any time
through Fidelity. The Sphinx Dominator is perhaps the most interesting; if it should go on sale for
under $200 (which is a likely price) it would be the strongest unit in that range once the discontinued
Fidelity 6097 LA version is sold out. The programmer is Frans Morsch, formerly Mephisto's third
man and author of the Mephisto Europa/Marco Polo program, which is amazingly strong for the
hardware it uses. The Dominator is a 4 Mhz 6502 model, like the Mephisto College, and the
programs are also very similar, since Morsch uses the same type and depth of selectivity (3 plies) as
does Schröder they once collaborated. The Dominator seems to be a bit better tactically but a bit
weaker positionally than the College.
I tested an old version which had some serious bugs, which have reportedly been mostly fixed in the
current version. Despite the bugs, my unit performed around the 2075 level, and the Swedish ratings
put the current version 45 points (adjusted) above the Designer 2100 and just about 25 below the more
expensive Novag Super Forte B and Mephisto Mega IV. If a fast (8-10 Mhz) version should come
out for less than the Mach III it might be an excellent value. In a recent 9 round computer tournament
in Europe an 8 Mhz Dominator finished sixth out of 24, behind only 32 bit models and a 10 Mhz
MM4, but ahead of many very strong machines, including even an Almeria 32 bit and a 20 Mhz
Mach III. There is also an autosensory version, the Commander (also currently only at 4 Mhz).
Morsch has recently written a new program on the 80386 processor used in high-end personal
computers, but to what purpose is unknown. CXG also plans soon to offer a new model based on
the fast single chip (Hitachi) H8.
It should be faster than the present 6502, and although it has limited RAM. Morsch has already
proven that he is superb at living with that handicap in the Mephisto Europa. This machine may well
make CXG the leader in the modest price category, but Saitek has similar plans so we'll have to wait
and see who wins. Since CXG sells only through Fidelity in the U.S., it is not clear whether Fidelity
will allow the new model to be sold at a price that would compete with the Designer 2100, assuming
the CXG model to be clearly stronger, as i expect.
Source: Computer Chess Reports Quarterly – Vol. 1 No. 2 – Second Quarter 1990

CXG – Review (July 1990)
by Larry Kaufman
In the last issue I reported on the CXG Sphinx program, offered in various boards (Dominator and
Galaxy are pressure boards, Commander is autosensory). I recently tested a new model, but I regret
to say that it still has a bug (reported last year in "Modul" magazine) that causes it to blunder its queen
in certain situations. Also, it is still being produced at the noncompetitive speed of 4 MHz. I feel that
the program has good potential, and CXG prices tend to be more reasonable than others, so I urge
CXG to fix the bug and offer the models at a decent speed, perhaps 8 Mhz. If a Dominator with these
changes becomes available for under $250, or a Commander for under $400, they would be best buys
and highly recommended. A bug-free Dominator at 8 MHz should be about as strong as the Fidelity
Mach III. I have received no further word on the planned H8 program.
Source: Computer Chess Reports Quarterly – Vol. 1 No. 3 – Third Quarter 1990.

Europa-Rochade (1990)
Hans-Peter Ketterling
News from Nuremberg
Titan (CXG-270) is a pressure sensor device with edge LEDs, which is also equipped with a
21 x 21 cm playing surface and is similar to the Dominator, which is currently the best
known device of this brand öhne. It contains an 8-bit single chip that is clocked at 2 MHz.
The program has a size of 16 KByte and has an opening repertoire of 6,000 half moves and 44
game levels. A maximum of 250 half moves can be saved as games or as an extension of the
opening repertoire. The device is supposed to bring 1750 Elo points (136 Ingo) and is
identical in program and hardware to the Super Enterprise (CXG-210) programmed by
Kaare Danielsen. Good programs prove to be quite tough and always come back in new
packages. The price will be around DM 300,00 (€ 150,00).

The Dominator pressure sensor device (CXG-239), whose playing surface measures 21 x 21
cm and has single-field LEDs, contains the quite strong 32 kbyte program by Frans Morsch,
which is estimated at 2000 Elo (105 Ingo), but to which the Swedes grant about 150 points
less. It runs at 4 MHz on a 65C02 with 8 KByte RAM, has game, analysis and problem levels
and an opening repertoire of 8,000 half moves in 1,200 variations. You can take back games
completely and have up to ten moves of problems solved.
Two LCD displays allow you to see the calculation time, the position evaluation and six half
moves of the main variant. The calculation process makes use of the opponent's time for
consideration. The extensive memory holds not only the current game but up to 64 games
with a total of 3,000 half moves, which can also be used to expand the opening repertoire.
That much chess power eats up battery power, after 15 hours the oven is off. For the good
piece you have to invest DM 498,00 (€ 249,00), but the mains adapter is included.
The same program and the same features are hidden in the Galaxy (CXG-230), but now in the
case of the Super Enterprise LCD, whose pressure sensor play area measures almost 30 x 30
cm, but only has edge LEDs. The price should be just under DM 400.00 (€ 200.00), the mains
adapter is included in the scope of delivery. The White & Allcock product range includes
many more devices, but they hardly play a role in this country, mostly belong to the lower
price and playing strength categories and have been on the market for quite some time.
Source - https://rochadeeuropa.com August 1990, Hans-Peter Ketterling: News from
Nuremberg. Computer chess announcements at the International Toy Fair.

CXG Chess 3000 – CXG 3000 – Release: 1986
Programmed by: Richard Lang
(Source: CXG Newcrest Technology Ltd. Hong Kong – 1986) (photo copyright © by http://www.schaakcomputers.nl/) (600 dpi)

Chess 3008 – CXG 3008 – Release: 1987
Programmed by: Kaare Danielsen
(Source: CXG Newcrest Technology Ltd. Hong Kong – 1987) (photo copyright © by http://www.schaakcomputers.nl/) (600 dpi)

Sphinx 40 'Adversary' – CXG 3038 – Release: 1987
Sphinx 50 'Adversary' – CXG 3048 – Release: 1987
Programmed by: Mark Taylor
(Quelle: L. Siwek GmbH – Fürth/Bay 1987) (photo copyright © by www.schaakcomputers.nl/) (600 dpi)

CXG Sphinx Advanced Star Chess Plus
Model No. CXG 231 (1988) – Never released!
It was intended that Frans Morsch would deliver the chess program.
(Source: CXG Newcrest Technology Ltd. Hong Kong – 1988) (photo copyright © by http://www.schaakcomputers.nl/) (600 dpi)

CXG Sphinx Super Enterprise Plus
Model No. CXG 230 (1988)
Super Enterprise Plus was never released,
but later appeared as CXG Sphinx Galaxy!
It was intended that Frans Morsch would deliver the chess program.
(Source: CXG Newcrest Technology Ltd. Hong Kong – 1988) (photo copyright © by http://www.schaakcomputers.nl/) (600 dpi)

CXG Sphinx Commander – CXG 3018
Release: August 1988 – Programmed by: Frans Morsch
(Source: CXG Newcrest Technology Ltd. Hong Kong – 1988) (photo copyright © by http://www.schaakcomputers.nl/) (600 dpi)

CXG Sphinx 50 Plus & CXG Sphinx 40 Plus
Release: September 1988 – Programmed by: Frans Morsch
NB: On the above brochure, CXG has mistakenly placed an image of the Sphinx 40 'Adversary'!
As we know, no Sphinx 40 Plus or Sphinx 50 Plus has the addition 'Adversary' on the wooden
housing! Also the description below the image about the playing strength levels is not correct. A
CXG Sphinx 40 Plus or CXG Sphinx 50 Plus has 56 adjustable game levels! Very sloppy and
unprofessional from CXG Newcrest and it always gives us as collectors, a historical trap…
(Source: CXG Newcrest Technology Ltd. Hong Kong – 1988) (photo copyright © by http://www.schaakcomputers.nl/) (600 dpi)

CSVN Computerschaak (1989)
Henk Peperkamp
CXG Sphinx Galaxy (= Commander)
When comparing the recent price and rating lists, it is striking that the above mentioned
machine seems to have a very favourable price/performance ratio. Since the
manufacturer (CXG) also has a lot of "features" to build in, this was a good reason to
take a look at this machine and compare it with its predecessor, the Super Enterprise.

CXG Sphinx Galaxy – CXG 230 – Release: 1988
(Source: CXG Newcrest Technology Ltd. Hong Kong) (photo copyright © by www.schaakcomputers.nl/) (600 dpi)

Packaging and documentation
These were definitely sphinx-like: on the box was "Sphinx Galaxy 34 levels", on the English
instructions "Commander" was pasted over with "Galaxy" and was also spoken about 34
levels. The Dutch manual correctly speaks of "Galaxy" and 56 levels, but still contains some
disturbing inaccuracies:
- position verification also possible during computer thinking phase (not true)
- computer never exceeds its cooling-off period (also not true)
- batches of up to 120 moves can be stored in the library (123 moves also succeeded)
- at the analysis level, a reflection period of 3 min. to 8 min. per move (is from 10 min. to
infinite)
- at monitor level, the computer gives advice (also not true).
The standard features
I'll be brief about this, they're all in there: varied opening book (in transpositions), take back,
minorpromotions, giving up, recognizing proposition repetition, 50-setting rule, monitor
mode, simple game etc.

The two displays (2 x 4 positions)
The connection with the leds (2 x 8 pieces) was a bit surprising for me. You are not obliged to
follow the instructions of the leds. An example: the computer indicates "its" turn on the
display in the usual notation and on the board by indicating the start field. You can now
perform that move on the board by pressing the sensor fields, but not necessarily. Position
verification shows that he has already performed it internally, and if you press "move" right
away, for example, he does not protest, but just starts thinking on behalf of the other side,

Another example: With a "take back" he indicates again the field that serves as a starting
point. You can make the move on the board, but you can also press "take back" 5 times first.
This restores internally the position of 6 ply ago and you can then put it back on the board at
once by heart or with the help of position verification. That makes a difference of 12 times
pressing a field sensor. Easy, but it takes some getting used to.

CXG Sphinx Commander – CXG 3018 – Release: 1988
(Source: CXG Newcrest Technology Ltd. Hong Kong) (photo copyright © by www.schaakcomputers.nl/) (600 dpi)

Both displays are simultaneously operated by a hint button with the information displayed
cyclically. The upper display screen shows successively, clock time of black and then
respectively ply 1, ply 2 to ply 6 of the expected continuation. The lower display will show,
respectively, the clock time of white, the position rating, the current move, the move under
consideration, the number of moves made, the gross force depth and the selective depth.
Comparison with the CXG Super Enterprise with a program of Kaare Danielsen
On the outside the Sphinx Galaxy resembles its predecessor like two drops of water.
However, there are huge differences.

Functions that have disappeared
- further indication in the event of an irregular move
- the 4 play style settings (generally also influenced the opening choice)
- mat announcement
- position verification during the thinking phase of the computer
- opening book disconnection
- Storage option while maintaining the clock positions
- reflection period equal to or half of your own
- resetting of the clocks after the first inspection
Functions that have changed
- 8 mat levels for as many moves instead of 1 level infinite (unless mat found) plus 1 level
mat including ancillary solutions
- plydepth levels that do not exceed the specified plydepth levels even for percussion and
chess moves ply depth
- information on the displays not (also) via the leds
Features that have been greatly improved
- the playing strength
- the sensor fields are lighter and therefore much more pleasant to work with
- the LEDs give much more light
- Replacement possibility (possible at any stage, without having to remember anything,
including the clock positions will still be saved)
- the clocks are visible at the same time, depending on the way they are played, adding or
subtracting
- position valuation display (numerical)
- storage possibility of lots and openings, 64 in total, properly 'administered'
Additional features
- a one-step counter
- automatic play (against itself without having to make any moves on the board)
- 8 novice levels (even beginners can win)
- easy mode (stronger than novice, but the Sphinx Galaxy no longer thinks in your time
Analyze
You can analyze every entered statement at any level using "automatic game" followed by a
replay. However, because the position verification does not work during automatic play, it is
not possible to get an impression of the progression gene during the analysis. However,
stopping, watching and continuing is possible. Unfortunately, you cannot have the Sphinx
Galaxy analyze a position from a game you have saved in the library. This is desirable, for
example, if you have played a game against him in which you think you have missed
opportunities. You would then like him, starting with your colour, to carry out the analysis of
some positions. However, he will first - as usual - look for the position in his opening book,
find it and immediately make the booklet (= your original move).
A very user-unfriendly way to deal with this is to turn the board inside out and use "enter
position" to enter the theorem to be analyzed with changed colours.

The programmable library
I talked about the disadvantage of not making an artificial distinction between openings and
entire parties in the previous paragraph. Another unfavourable characteristic with which the
possibly programmed openings are chosen. For example: on the normal (non-novice) levels,
white opens as follows: 50% d4, 25% e4, 25% c4 or Pf3. I now introduced an extra very short
opening, i.e. 1. a3. This now appeared to be chosen in 44% of the cases. When inserting two
more openings (1. a4 and 1. b3) the extra trio was chosen in 71% of the cases. In other words,
you are actually going to give your computer a very limited repertoire. More generally, I
wonder what is the use of program-multiplier opening libraries since you can bring any
opening you want to the board very quickly with the monitor mode.
The playing strength
As a mediocre house chess player I have to stand on my toes to win the occasional game. The
good old Fidelity Chess Challenger 9 (Elo ca. 1500) was put away with 10-0. However, it is
striking that in the endgame sometimes so peculiar shifts are made. That's why I did some
endgame tests.
First of all the runner- and pawn endgame tests from the CSVN "Computer Chess" magazine
of April 1987. Although the Sphinx Galaxy scores "poorly" and "very well" respectively, it
appears from a study of the thesis scoring for the pawn problems that he often does not
understand anything at all and accidentally makes and maintains the right move.

Behting – 1929
1. Kg1! en wit wint
Very illustrative was for example problem no. 12 (Behting, 1929) that I let him play against
the Chess Challenger 9. This position is won for white; the key move (Kg1) which the Sphinx
Galaxy finds very smooth is necessary, but not enough on its own to win.
One sees
- Sphinx Galaxy (3 min./move) - Chess Challenger 9 (3 min./move) 0-1
- Chess Challenger 9 (3 min./move) - Sphinx Galaxy (3 min./move) 1-0
- Sphinx Galaxy (10 min./move) - Chess Challenger 9 (3 min./move) 0-1
- Sphinx Galaxy (20 min./move) - Chess Challenger 9 (3 min./move) 1-0 finally.
Secondly, I came up with two test stands that do not have a tactical point.

The starting position from which all pieces except the Kings were removed and the same
position from which all a-, b-, g- and h- pawns were removed.

At l-minute level Chess Challenger 9 again served as a sparring partner, handled both colours
successively and won 3-1 to his surprise.

Recommendations
The Sphinx Galaxy would gain a lot of value for me if the following improvements could be
made.
- hint function also active in opening phase and in such a way that you can answer all the
questions one after the other that he remembers in a certain opening position;
- separation of opening storage and batch storage or the possibility to make the library
switch off;
- simply play back a repossessed set of moves;
- option to disable the Sphinx Galaxy also during normal levels from the more unusual
openings of the novice levels (25% f4, 25% g3 other 5% each.
Conclusion
After all the criticism, I do not hesitate to give a positive verdict. The Sphinx Galaxy is by its
strong game, its many features and especially because of its low price an excellent buy.
Source - CSVN Computerschaak, nr. 3 – june 1989, Henk Peperkamp:
Some remarks about the CXG Sphinx Galaxy (= CXG Commander).

Programmierer / Programmer
• Frans Morsch
Baujahr / Release
• Erste Einführung: August (!) 1988 (!) in den Niederlanden (NLG 879,00 = EUR 398,87)
Technische Daten / Technical specifications
• Mikroprozessor: 65C02
• Taktfrequenz: 4 MHz
• Programmspeicher: 32 KB ROM
• Arbeitsspeicher: 8 KB RAM
Spielstärke / Playing strength
• Spielstärke auf Turnierniveau 3 Minuten pro Zug (DWZ/ELO): ca. 1880
Verwandt / Related
• Sphinx Galaxy – model CXG-230
• Sphinx Dominator – model CXG-239
• Sphinx 40 Limited Edition – (owned by collector Steve Blincoe)
• Sphinx 40 Plus – model CXG-3038
• Sphinx 50 Plus – model CXG-3048
• Mephisto Modena
Verwandte Weblinks / Related weblinks
http://www.schaakcomputers.nl/hein_veldhuis/database/files/111987,%20Schakend%20Nederland,%20Jaap%20van%20den%20Herik,%20Richard%20Lang
%20aan%20top%20-%20micro-WK%20in%20Rome.pdf

Het zevende wereldkampioenschap voor microschaakcomputers te Rome
http://www.schaakcomputers.nl/hein_veldhuis/database/files/081988,%20Rochade,%20Gunter%20Niggemann,%20PorzOpen%20mit%20sieben%20teilnehmenden%20Rechnern.pdf

G. Niggemann: Porz Open mit dem CXG Commander
http://chesseval.com/ChessEvalJournal/Commander.htm

Hans van Mierlo tells his story about the Commander
http://users.boardnation.com/~chesscomputers/index.php?board=1;action=display;threadid=1334

CXG Commander discussion
https://www.schach-computer.info/wiki/index.php/CXG_Sphinx_Dominator#Die_morsche_Sphinx

Die morsche Sphinx – Rätselhafter CXG Sphinx Galaxy
http://chess-computer.blogspot.com/search?q=Commander

Peter Haupert (Blog): Die Metamorphosen der morschen Sphinx
https://www.chessprogramming.org/Newcrest_Technology

CXG Newcrest Technology
http://alain.zanchetta.free.fr/docs/Misc/SphinxGalaxyEN.pdf
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